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PressWise
TM Your End-to-End

 Print Workflow Solution
Printing has become more complex, and more competitive than ever. Customer 
expectations are challenging the most sophisticated print service providers with 
demands for faster turnaround and more online services. Profit margins are being 
squeezed ever tighter and the days of allowable waste are gone.

PressWise has addressed these challenges from the ground up and has developed 
a single web-based system that handles all your shop’s orders, including the online 
business, custom walk-ins or email jobs that other systems fail to manage. You no 
longer have to spend $50k – $100k on multi-part solutions or cobble together 
products from different manufacturers, only to face additional cost burdens to 
integrate and maintain them.

PressWise was designed as an alternative to purchasing independent modules 
(or custom development) of Print e-Business Software, Production Workflow 
Management, Print-Specific MIS, and Mail Preparation Software. Now a single 
web-based system is available with the comprehensive tools needed 
to streamline your business.

Implementation is fast and easy. There is no IT maintenance burden because it’s all 
hosted online, by PressWise. The system is accessed through a browser and can be 
used in just a few hours of setup and online training. Best of all, because PressWise 
was designed by a printer, with real employees and customers, it just plain works!
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PressWise
TM

PressWise offers a complete web-based product that enables Print Service Providers (PSP) to capture 
more business, lower service costs, and retain accounts in a competitive environment without 
the high cost of custom development. No other storefront product creates customer stores like PressWise 
does... storefronts are built automatically and your customers can be shopping online, or quoting 
their own jobs, in less an hour! 

The PressWise comprehensive web shopping system is fully integrated with an MIS suite. Web2Ship 
means you won’t have to rekey data to get it to production, or to ship and bill it. Designed to help you 
grow your print business, PressWise lets you create unlimited customer accounts, each with a built-in 
website and catalog used to store documents. There is no limit to the number of templates, products, 
catalogs, accounts, or orders you can create.

Web2Ship Storefronts
 

PressWise Web2Ship Storefronts
B2B and B2C business model support
Private, group, public, and anonymous shopping
Easy product templates (Digital, Offset, Wide-Format, Inventory)
Fill-in-the-blank personalization of documents with real time proofing
Capture orders 24/7 with online catalogs
Process credit cards and capture PO orders
Upload mailing lists and artwork for shopping cart orders
Shoppers can estimate and order unique one-time jobs online
Jobs flow to the shop floor without rekeying
Easy multi-user support with approval workflow
Customer “My Account” page for online proofs, job status and billing
Customers can reorder any past job on their own

Easy-to-use online services allow clients 
to track all their orders (walk-in or 
online) in one convenient place.

Datatech SmartSoft, Inc.

Easy to use shopping system puts 
quoting & personalization of orders 
within the grasp of every customer...

1
You can deploy

custom storefronts
in less than

hour

Did You
KNOW
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PressWise
TM

Increase your efficiency by streamlining the process of estimating and quoting.  No more 
job tickets with hand-written notes or revisions jotted on Post-It® Notes. The PressWise workflow 
will save your business time and money by automating the estimating and quoting process.

From business cards to complex projects, CSRs or Sales Reps can quickly produce professional looking 
quotes that are easily emailed, printed and saved for later retrieval. Old jobs and quotes can be 
copied to new orders. Custom pricing is supported for each client, as well as individual products. 
Paper and other cost centers are easily defined so unique one-of-a-kind jobs can be quoted for any 
quantity point.

Customers will learn to use the online estimator and build their own jobs. Thousands of custom jobs 
have been successfully created by print buyers who estimated their jobs, uploaded their artwork and 
placed orders around the clock. That ease of use creates greater brand loyalty and the incremental 
print revenue you need to boost the bottom line.

 
 

Estimating & Quoting
 

PressWise Estimating and Quoting
Estimating easy enough for anybody to use it
Create “one-off” custom jobs on the fly
Speedy entry of “standard” preset products
Recall previous quotes and jobs
Convert quotes to new orders, or append them to existing orders
Create custom finishing processes that flow to the production floor
Custom pricing by product, client, and much more...

Centralized and flexible estimating engine 
allows workers or clients to produce consistent 
quotes that are easily converted to live jobs.

Create estimates in 
minutes and email 
professional looking 
quotes... 

With the touch of a 
button convert them to 
a live jobs...
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PressWise
TM

Order Management
Our proprietary order processing and management system makes it easy to control any 
level of business flow.  Whether you are just starting to build your business or have a thriving shop 
with thousands of orders per week, you’ll find the PressWise design very natural, intuitive and versatile. 

As printers grow their digital business, they quickly realize that the old methods (job dockets, etc.) can’t 
keep pace with the greater flow of smaller orders. The PressWise workflow enforces best practices, 
enabling workers to “manage by exception” rather than requiring them to “touch” each job multiple 
times before it’s completed. This method allows eligible orders to flow directly from the shopping cart, 
through automated flight-checking, and on to production, without human intervention.  Offset & Wide 
Format orders are also handled smoothly, whether you product the work inhouse or outsource it.

Custom orders that need inspection are automatically staged for CSRs and pre-press staff to take action. 
The tools workers need are just a click away: credit card processing, email messaging, estimating, digital 
asset management, proofing controls, QuickEdit to fix typos in artwork, and much more.

 
 

 

PressWise Order Management
Easy order creation
Dashboard view to monitor workload
Pre-press task management
Integrated auto/manual proofing cycle
CRM log of job history
Manage by exception as orders auto-flow
Client reorders flow untouched to production
Outsource work flows to assigned vendor
Accepts electronic orders from major 3rd party systems
 (Pageflex, Saepio, Pixfizz, and many more)

Revolutionary dashboard places every job, digital 
asset, catalog, template, and customer within 
easy reach of CSRs, pre-press and sales workers.

PressWise
allows unlimited

orders with
 

transaction
fees

Did You
KNOW

orders with

transaction
ZERO
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PressWise
TM

Production Automation
PressWise Production tools deliver on the promise of “lean printing.” Designed by a printer, 
this system reflects the realities of changing expectations in fast turnaround and quality fulfillment.  
Production managers, with one to 1,000 orders a day, will love the top-down view of orders according to 
job status, as well as the detailed click-through histogram to inspect production data for any day and 
time. Production staff will appreciate being in control and focusing on high value activities - not wonder-
ing what to work on next. Your customers will appreciate the effect this has on customer service, and 
you’ll appreciate the positive effect it has on your ROI.

Our team of developers spent thousands of hours working with printers like you as the PressWise 
Production tools were being developed.  Built with your needs in mind, it will help you manage workflow 
more efficiently, whether you’re just starting to build your business, or need to push high volume with 
multiple shifts and balance production loads accross unlimited digital, offset or wide-format printers.

For high volume producers, customizations are available including statistical processes that will 
automatically release jobs to press queues and respond to changing demand levels, as well as automatic 
insertion of marketing promotional pieces. PressWise has also been designed to enable unique one-time 
jobs to flow as smoothly as bulk production of standard items.

 

PressWise Production Automation
10,000-foot view of all production
Auto-imposition multiple jobs for gang printing
Auto-impositions custom art on the fly
Easily queue jobs to any press
Job tracking with barcodes
Job tickets print in-line with product flow
View and manage finishing tasks
Track outsourced vendor work in real-time

Production dashboard gives you the 
“10,000-foot view” of every job. 
Batch and release orders to the print 
queue with just a few clicks.

Automatically gangs 
jobs together and 
produces job control 
cards with barcode 
identification...

Automatically gangs 

Histogram shows 
production data for 
any hour of the day...

60
Jobs can be out

the door in under
seconds        
of labor        

Did You
KNOW
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PressWise
TM

Mail Processing

Using one
screen you can

process a full
mailing in under

minutes

Become a market leader and maintain that competitive edge with the fully integrated, 
easy to use PressWise mail processing option, powered by SmartAddresser 5™ from Datatech 
SmartSoft Inc., a leader in addressing and mailing technology. If you’re currently using a third-party 
mailing application, we make it easy to switch so you gain from the extra efficiencies that our built-in 
mailing solution provides.  We have mail processing and address quality solutions for every need.

Capture incremental revenue previously lost and provide customers faster turnaround with a single 
source for their marketing needs. Automatic CASS™, DPV®, NCOALink® and PAVE™ Certified Presort 
processing mean your team can easily prepare mailings, even if you are new to mailing. 
Ready-to-mail postcards, newsletters and flyers flow from your digital press as easily as standard jobs.  

Our proprietary mail stream technology allows workers to co-mingle multiple mail jobs while the system 
automatically processes the data, for combined postal savings and reduced labor costs on larger mail 
runs. Postal paperwork and required tray labels are prepared for easy drop off at your local post office 
bulk mail counter.

 

PressWise Mail Processing
Increase revenue by offering full-service mailing
Retain more customers with a one-stop service
Automatically process mail data for USPS fulfillment
CASS, DPV, NCOA and PAVE/Presort
Easily manage VDP jobs with mailing data
Gang multiple VDP mail jobs to save postage
Prepare USPS mailing paperwork and tray tags automatically
Easy for workers to learn and use, and much more...

Automatic background mail processing! 
See exact postage and number of good 
mail records within minutes.

Correction report for 
client shows results of 
address processing...

Mail data and 
postal paperwork 
that is print-ready 

in under three 
minutes...

Correction report for 

Did You
KNOW

mailing in under
minutes5
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PressWise
TM

Shipping & Fulfillment
PressWise offers integrated UPS®, FedEx® and Endicia® shipping services, with support 
for third-party billing and blind-shipping.  On-demand shipping labels are printed seamlessly, as 
workers barcode scan each package to be shipped. Intuitive software design prevents incomplete 
orders from accidentally shipping.

To improve client communication and speed the billing cycle, email notifications, which include 
package tracking links and an attached PDF invoice, are sent to clients as each shipment is completed. 
Performance improves dramatically for typical small-to-medium sized printers where manual processes 
are now used.  Using PressWise a single worker can accurately process over 100 shipments per hour.  

Overhaul your shipping and fulfillment area with PressWise Shipping: built-in UPS, FedEx and Endicia 
shipping, on-demand label printing, intuitive design that prevents common processing errors and 
better communication with customers through tracking and billing information that is sent with a final 
scan of their package.

 
 

 

PressWise Shipping & Fulfillment
Integrated shipping (UPS, FedEx, Endicia)
Automatic client shipping notices
Barcode-driven process for job/shop accuracy
Efficient process allow workers to process hundreds of orders quickly
Intelligent design prevents common shipping errors
Third-party billing with auto-shipping profiles
Blind-shipping/return address customization
Control margin earned per shipment
Clients are automatically invoiced after work is completed

UPS, FedEx, and 
Endicia labels 
produced directly
inside of PressWise

Ship quickly and accurately without 
having to key in shipment data! Instant 
email confirmation with tracking info and 
automatic billing to close out the job...




